The Prayer of Adam and Eve
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Moses 5:4 tells us that Adam and Eve offered prayer after they left the Garden of Eden:
And Adam and Eve, his wife, called upon the name of the Lord, and they heard the
voice of the Lord from the way toward the Garden of Eden, speaking unto them, and
they saw him not; for they were shut out from his presence.
In answer to their petitions, Adam and Eve heard the Lord’s voice calling them back from
their place of exile on the fallen earth. Later, He gave them additional instruction and
commandments in order to set their feet back on the way toward the Garden of Eden
which is, of course, the path that terminates in “the way of the Tree of Life.”1 In a
passage from the Midrash Tehillim,2 the Hebrew term teshuvah, which denotes “return”
but scripturally means “repentance” or “conversion,” is used to describe the way back to
the Garden, signifying “the movement that brings every thing and every being back to its
supernal origin,” the “return to the celestial abode.”3 The spiritual movement of turning
away from the sinful world and back toward mankind’s heavenly origins is mirrored in
the layout of ordinance rooms in some modern temples.4
In this article, I will explore sources that purport to give details about ancient forms of
prayer rooted in the experiences of Adam and Eve. Notable features of such prayers
include uplifted hands, introductions spoken in an unknown language, repetition, and the
veiling of the face by women.

Uplifted Hands
The practice of prayer with uplifted hands is frequently mentioned in ancient sources.
Indeed, some texts specifically assert that its exercise goes back to the very beginning
(e.g., “Adam was then offering on the altar, and had begun to pray, with his hands spread
unto God”5). Even today, this gesture is widely recognized as a sign of distress, a call for
help, and a demonstration of peaceful intent.6 Not surprisingly, Christians have also long
connected the tradition with the posture of crucifixion.7 This classical orans (= Latin
“praying”) position was practiced by priests in temples throughout the ancient world.
Notably, in the art of the catacombs, the orans posture was specifically associated with
prayer offered by or in behalf of deceased souls.8
The Psalmist wrote: “Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord? or who shall stand in his
holy place? He that hath clean hands, and a pure heart; who hath not lifted up his soul
unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully.”9 John Tvedtnes explains:
The message of the Psalm is clear: In order to enter into the temple (the “hill of the
Lord,” called “the mountain of the Lord's house” in Isaiah 2:2), one must have clean
hands and a pure heart. In other words, both acts (represented by the hands) and
thoughts (represented by the heart) must reflect righteousness, along with the lips that
utter the prayer.10
Parry sees in Psalm 24 a possible reference to ancient prayer circles, noting that “prayer
with upraised arms was an essential feature of holy petitions put up to God in the temple
of Solomon.”11 “Clean hands” can also be thought of as a symbol of the justificatory
remission of sins while a “pure heart” can be considered as the result of the process of
sanctification.12
The one whose “palms are innocent, and whose heart is pure” will have the “privilege of
appearing before God in his temple,”13 that he “may know him, and the power of his
resurrection, and the fellowship of his sufferings, being made conformable unto his
death.”14 The symbolism relates to sacrifice “after the order of the Melchizedek
Priesthood”15—not the Levitical offering of animal sacrifice but an ongoing dedication of
one’s own life in a spirit of consecration.16 Elder Neal A. Maxwell explained that “real,
personal sacrifice never was placing an animal on the altar. Instead, it is a willingness to
put the animal in us upon the altar and letting it be consumed!”17
Prayer Introductions Spoken in an Unknown Language
William Clayton wrote that the “first word Adam spoke” was “a word of supplication.”18
Accounts purporting to record the words of that prayer have long puzzled interpreters.
For example, Nibley cites The Conflict of Adam and Eve with Satan, which says that
Adam and Eve “stood with upstretched hands calling upon the Lord, as ‘Adam began to
pray in a language which is unintelligible to us.’”19 The Gospel of Bartholomew 2:13
gives a post-resurrection account of Mary, the mother of Jesus, and the apostles praying
with outspread hands. Her prayer likewise begins with words that James reports as being
“hopelessly corrupted,” and that Hennecke simply omits.20 While James justifies
abandoning any attempt at decipherment by saying “the matter is not of importance,”21

Nibley correctly explains that her “speaking in an unknown language” is actually “the
usual code introducing [such a] prayer.”22
Repetition
Repetition is another hallmark of solemn prayer. For example, at the dedication of the
Kirtland temple the Prophet prayed following the pattern of “Adam’s prayer”23 with
threefold repetition: “O hear, O hear, O hear us, O Lord! …that we may mingle our
voices with those bright, shining seraphs around thy throne.”24 Similarly, Abraham,
having “rebuilt the altar of Adam” at the command of an angel,25 is reported as having
repeatedly raised his voice to God, saying: “El, El, El, El, Iaoel…26 Accept my prayer.”27
Abraham’s prayer was also in imitation of Adam.28 The threefold repetition in some
versions of the story may represent the tradition that it was on the third day when Adam’s
urgent and persistent request for additional knowledge from the Lord was at last
answered with instruction by an angel. This angel is said to have borne a book that
“teaches [those who are wise and God-fearing] how to call upon the angels and make
them appear before men, and answer all their questions.”29 Likewise, the Prophet Joseph
Smith was anxious to teach the Saints the manner by which they could “pray and have
[their] prayers answered.”30

The Veiling of the Face by Women
The illustration above, from the catacomb of Priscilla (late second through fourth
century), shows a Christian woman in the attitude of prayer, with uplifted hands and
wearing a veil. The ritual practice of the veiling of the face by women, as discussed in the

writings of the Apostle Paul, raises complex and controversial issues, and has led to many
points of misunderstanding that can only be touched on briefly here. While I will cite
several LDS and non-LDS scholars on specific points of agreement, they would not
necessarily reach the conclusions I outline below. In fact, I myself regard these
conclusions as tentative and warranting much further study before they can be
wholeheartedly accepted.31 Nevertheless, to me the considerations raised below portend a
promising approach to an understanding of Paul’s words in the context of temple
teachings.
As a general illustration of how Paul is sometimes misunderstood, the brilliant classicist
Sarah Ruden cites George Bernard Shaw, whose analysis of Paul’s writings ends with the
assertion that he was “the eternal enemy of Woman.”32 However, Ruden concludes
otherwise, stating that “Shaw’s view of Paul as an oppressor could hardly be more
wrong”33 and that, in particular, his instructions to women to veil themselves during
prayer was “aimed toward an outrageous equality”34 that ran completely counter to the
cultural and religious traditions of his time. Also arguing for the distinctiveness of Paul’s
teachings on the wearing of the veil, LDS scholar Lynne H. Wilson writes that “while the
Pharisaic tradition confined, the Greco-Roman segregated, and the ancient Assyrian
labeled,” the Christian ritual practice, instead, “empowered.”35
To understand why this is so, the basic function of veils in temple contexts should be
recalled: to hide the glory of what they enclose from individuals who are as yet unfit to
behold the splendor within. For example, drawing an analogy between the radiant
brightness of God and the unapproachable light of the Holy of Holies, on the one hand,
and the celestial firmament and the veil of the temple, on the other hand, rabbinical
commentators explained that the wicked are not worthy to enjoy the light of God’s
presence, therefore it was hidden away to be enjoyed later by the righteous in the
Messianic Age.36 Certain exceptions, however, could be made in the case of prophets and
other righteous individuals who, because of their purity and faithfulness, were permitted
to go beyond the heavenly veil and speak with God face to face.
The First Epistle of John reminds us that the essential quality that enables one to see God
is to resemble Him not only in image but also in likeness37 and purity.38 Part of that
likeness is, as Alan Segal observed:39
… the spiritual glow, radiance, or splendor, the special resemblance of Adam to God
before the Fall, which is imparted only to those who, like Moses, have been called
into the presence of God. Paul implies that converted Christians have also received
this glow from the presence of God… “And we all, with unveiled face, beholding the
glory of the Lord are being changed into His likeness from one degree of glory to
another.”40
In his discussion of this topic,41 Paul cites the example of Moses, whose “face shone
while he talked with [God].”42 Because the children of Israel could not bear to see God’s
glory even in its reflected form, Moses “put a vail on his face”43 while addressing them.
However, returning to the presence of God, “he took the vail off.”44 Beale and Carson
observe: “If the Corinthians were already familiar with Exodus 34:33-34 and had heard
Paul express something similar to 2 Corinthians 3:13-18, then one could easily see how

some might deduce that the women also should act like Moses and remove the veil when
entering into God’s presence, since Paul indicates we should ‘all’ approach God with
‘unveiled faces.’” Thus, it becomes understandable why Paul, in 1 Corinthians 11:2-16,
might have found it necessary to explain “why women should continue to wear veils even
when in the presence of the Lord” as they engaged in sacred prayer.45
Not only the content of Paul’s teachings in 1 Corinthians 11, but also the language that he
uses is suggestive of the temple. For example, in introducing his remarks about the
veiling of women, Paul admonishes his readers to “keep the ordinances [paradosis], as I
delivered them to you.”46 Wilson notes: “The Septuagint (LXX) used paradosis to
describe the ritual teachings that Moses handed down orally.”47 Though it cannot be
concluded with certainty that Paul is referring to a temple context for the form of prayer
he describes, the Prophet Joseph Smith affirmed that: “Paul… knew… all the ordinances,
and blessings were in the Church.”48 Referring to Paul’s discussion of Moses’
glorification in 2 Corinthians 3 (discussed above), Christopher Morray-Jones49 concludes
that it must have been derived, at least in part, from the Jewish mystic traditions
involving
… the transformation of the visionary who beholds God’s Glory into an angelic or
supra-angelic likeness of that divine Image. This transformation is typically described
in terms of robing, crowning, anointing, enthronement, and/or reception of (or
clothing with) the divine Name… The sources associate this transformation with
participation in the celestial liturgy, through the medium of ecstatic praise.
Discussions of the Jewish quorum of prayer, or minyan, emphasize that when it is
“formed in the proper manner below [it] unifies the heavenly realm above.”50
Paul’s teachings on the veiling of women during prayer can be only briefly summarized
here. As a starting point, it is important to recognize that the hinge point of his arguments
in favor of this practice revolve around the relationship of man and woman to God and to
each other. Taking 1 Corinthians 11:11 as a key to the interpretation of the entire passage,
Kevin Barney comments: “Paul assumes that this whole theme is to be taken in the
context of marriage being the normal state for man and woman, that together they form a
divine unit.”51
Though his eventual conclusion points to the oneness of man and woman “in the Lord,”52
in the course of his argument, Paul describes their relationship in the form of prayer he
describes as intriguingly asymmetric, using “details from Genesis 2 to explain why the
man cannot be understood as the glory of the woman, while the woman can be
understood as the glory of the man.”53 There seems to be no question here of the woman
being presented as a second-class participant in the ordinances or in eternal life, as some
have erroneously concluded.54 Rather, by way of analogy to the divine radiance of Moses
in Exodus 34:33-34, the veil might be understood not only as a woman’s sign of
authority,55 necessary for her own exaltation, but also as a witness of womanhood’s
glory, a glory that must eventually be shared with man if he is to attain completeness in
God’s sight.

Given the understanding from modern revelation about the order of temple blessings,56
the pattern of prayer outlined here seems to teach that the sequence of derivation
portrayed in the creation account, whereby man is first created and then woman is taken
from man, is to be repeated in the culminating steps of the Atonement: Man must first
become one with God; only then can He and Woman be made one. Seen in this light, the
two parts of Paul’s argument, namely the difference in prayer prescriptions for man and
woman presented in 1 Corinthians 11:4-10 and the mutual interdependence and absolute
equality in standing before the Lord portrayed in vv. 11-12, “do not present a
contradiction, but are presented in parallel form to represent the duality of the sexes, a
duality only ultimately resolved through exaltation.”57 In the meantime, the veil does not
hinder—and may even enhance—the moment of woman’s personal communion with
God. As Cyril of Jerusalem taught: “But when thine eyes are veiled, thine ears are not
hindered from receiving the means of salvation.”58 Though some differences in the form
of Pauline prayer are apparently required for men and women to receive the strength they
need, the blessings ultimately intended are the same for all.
How, then, might the process of perfection of the man and the woman be represented
concretely in the veiling of the woman’s face? Through prayer, “with unveiled face,” the
man, “beholding the glory of the Lord” could be understood as “being changed into His
likeness from one degree of glory to another.”59 From this perspective, only when the
transformation is complete, after he has become “like” God and seen Him “as he is,”60
could the glory of the woman, with unveiled face and “power on her head,”61 be revealed
to the man in the presence of God. On the other hand, if a woman were to pray
uncovered, prematurely unveiling her face to the unready man standing before the
Divine, it would bring “dishonour” upon him,62 just as it would have brought shame upon
an Israelite temple priest to proceed beyond the temple veil while still unprepared.63
Summarizing her view of Paul’s argument, Wilson writes:
Without the woman, man cannot achieve his glory Through the spousal relationship, a
woman and a man become a whole entity. Woman was created so that a glorious
union could potentially be formed… In this sense, a woman allows a man to achieve
his glory.64
Conclusions
John Tvedtnes has written that “prayer opens the veil to allow one to enjoy the presence
of God.”65 Similarly, prayer might be understood as a preparation for the enjoyment of
eternal companionship between a glorified man and woman. Through such prayer, God
makes it possible for men to receive “all the glory of Adam”66 and to eventually receive
every blessing of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Moreover, Elder Bruce R. McConkie noted
that “what we say for Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob we say also for Sarah, Rebekah, and
Rachel, the wives… who with them were true and faithful in all things,”67 for, as
President Joseph Fielding Smith taught, “the Lord offers to his daughters every spiritual
gift and blessing that can be obtained by his sons.”68
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